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"Comments are welcomed" - well I have four:-
Heade very well, sounds OK or I liked it - words to that effect but
Pages 45-46 - moorland marginals while I can accept that 11% of the
Ores has been subject to fuletuati,ag.changein use in the last 200
years I am not happy with the inference that this will continue.
IZ the fluctuation in use has been caused by ostillation in social
and physical environmental gactors then stabilization o: the
oscillation could lead to a long term trend and ultimately to a
new equilibrium state. Indeed the last 200 years corld be
regarded as an equilibrium state resulting from past pressures
becoming stabilized - which ia in effect what you are eyeing.
Would a longer historical perspective help? What was the extnet
of the poor et the tillage maximum (circa 1300 AD) - my impression
is that it wns vary much less than now but possibly there are
archaelogical features or documentary evidence spatially distributed
such that the next land class at risk, presuming stablOzation of
environmental factors, could be indentigied?
Pages 46-47 Shrub heath and Bracken are mentioned but my impression
is that moorland fringe/marginals often have greater extents of
Nardus grassland. As it is this marginal land on which usages come
and go then Nardus communities may be assumed to be at a greater
level of risk. They are rich in species (159 in class 16, see
page 11) and therefore of conservation interest - but mossibly it is
this disturbance factor which causes the richness? SOMO dicussion
of this might find a place undor the title Vegetation CAange on the
Moor?
Finally I must say I missed any discussion of the factors controlling
rates of change. There is great local variation in climate, aspect
affects temperature and length of growing season, topugraphy affects
rainfall etc. but I didn't see this mentioned. No did I see any
comparison between moorland areas - my impression - very subjective -
in that south-western moors - Bodmin, Dartmoor, Exmoor, are low,
level plateaux or domes while Wales and the Pennine/Cheviot lot
are higher end more dissected - they would_show more fine grain pattern
and perhaps be less at risk.
Well at lea3t I showed willing.
Max Hooper
18 February 1981
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ECOLOGYOF VEGETATION CHANGEIN UPLAND LANDSCAPES
•
INTRODUCTION
•
The traditional upland landscapes of England and Wales are based on the
geological formations moulded by glaciation, water and climate to produce
the varied landform of hills and valleys. Superimposed on the geology,
the soil development has produced a varied pattern of vegetation which in
• turn has been modified by man. The intensity of his influence is seen in
the associated development of walls, hedges and buildings. Thus the
landscape pattern and form has been developed through a number of
interacting factors, over varying time scales.
•
The pattern and composition of the landscape is, however, not static. •
Changes in land use, such as agricultural improvement of moorland,
afforestation and reservoir construction, have a rapid and obvious effect
on the landscape. Less obvious and more gradual change in the landscape
occurs through the vegetation succession induced by changes in land use
such as reduction in fertiliser use, alteration in stocking density or
burning frequency. Other gradual changes in vegetation occur through
natural successions and cycles associated with the ageing of plants, with
soil development or with exceptional events such as a fire. Change is the
norm rather than the exception, but many of the changes in vegetation are
detectable only over decades and the current vegetation may still be
responding to adjustments in management which took place around the Second
World War or earlier.
The important question is: How will the vegetation change in the future?
The answer depends on the type of vegetation, the physical environment in
which it occurs, the type of management to which it has been subjected, and
the future management. An analysis of 12 areas spread over the uplands of
England and Wales shows the composition of the main types of upland
vegetation and how its distribution is related to both the physical
environment and man's management. From the known history of the areas we
can deduce something of how the vegetation has been changing over the past
two hundred years. From these strands of evidence, and from the general
understanding of the dynamics of plant communities, it 'ispossible to predict
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3how the general pattern of vegetation in the areas will change given various
trends in future management. As the 12 areas are a reasonable sample of
the uplands, predicted trends can be expected to occur generally. Obviously,
in any particular site local factors will determine the course of change.
THE STUDY AREAS
The 12 study areas were selected from major upland regions in England and
Wales (Map 1) and all were within the boundaries of the European Economic
Community (EEC) 'Less Favoured Areas' with 'mountain and hill farming'.
The study areas reflect the range of conditions characteristic of main
uplands, as shown by a national land classification (ITE 1978). The type
of farming, farm size and stocking characteristics of the 12 areas are very
similar to the average features of the 339 parishes which are within the
Less Favoured Areas (ULS 1981). A number of the study areas are within
National Parks, other parts are used for water catchment, military training,
• grouse shooting or forestry development. Thus the range of 'problems'
associated with upland land use are well represented in the 12 areas and,
although the areas were not selected as representative or typical of the
regions in which they occur, they show many of the physical and land use
• features of their regions, especially when compared with other regions
(Table 1). For example, the study area in Exmoor, Lynton and Lynmouth shows
moderately good agricultural land and significant agricultural improvement of
moorland, in contrast with Llanfachreth and Alwinton which show the development
• of forestry characteristic of Wales and the Cheviots.
The interaction of physiography, geology, climate and soil in general
determines the land use which can be maintained in an area, although the
• extent to which land use potential is realised depends on additional social
and economic factors. The physical environment thus provides the foundation
for contrasts between the land use of upland areas. It is easy to recognise
major differences in the type of land in various upland areas, such as the
• steep high mountains of Snowdonia compared with the undulating hills of the
Cambrian Mountains, or cold.wet climates with peaty soils of the northern
Pennines compared with warmer, relatively dry climates and reasonably drained
soils of Exmoor. However a much finer scale is necessary when considering the
the effects of land type on the vegetation within a study area, or to
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0 5
identify small areas of land within one site which are similar to extensive
•
areas elsewhere. A further complication is that two areas may be similar in
some respects, such as altitude and slope, but different in others such as
climate and soil. 'Land' is a complex of features.
•
To distinguish the main variations in land in the 12 study arena the features
defined on the Ordnance Survey and climatic mapS were measured for each
0.5 and 0.5 grid square. The data from all the squares was then analysed by
a multivariate method, Indicator Species Analysis (Hill, Bunce & Shaw 1975).
The method determines the major and minor patterns of variation and groups
squares with similar combination.of features together in the same land class.
Within the study areas three main land groups were distinguished with
• subsidiary types (Table 2):
Hill land is a group containing land mainly in the altitude range 428-610 m,
within which three land types are distinguished by their combinations of
• slope and relief: steep hill, hill and high plateau.
Upland land is a group dominated by land between 245 and 335 m, also of
three land types, again distinguished by slope and relief: steep upland,
upland and u land•lateau.
Upland Margin is a group of a single land type (given the same name) which
is dominated by altitudes between 122 and 244 m, moderate relief and rather
steep slopes.
There are marked differences in land character both between and within the
study areas. The detailed distribution of land types, summarised in Table 3,
shows a relative ranking of the study areas with increasing degrees of
'hilliness':
Widecombe, Lynton and Monyash - have little hill land. Most of the land
in these areas is upland, upland plateau and upland margin with the least
extreme altitede and relief and greatest potential for agriculture and
forestry.
Llanfachreth - while having a moderate amount of hill land, particularly
steep hill, has a high proportion of upland margin.
•
Table 2 Summary Description of Land Types
Descriptive terms are relative to the range of
characteristics in the study areas. Further
details in Ball et al. (198la).
Land group Land type General description
Hill Steep Hill High altitude, strong relief, steep
slopes; very low density of habitation,
low frequency of road access and
intensity of agricultural use.
Hill High altitude, moderate relief and
slopes; low density of habitation,
frequency of road access and intensity
of agricultural use.
High Plateau High altitude, low relief and gentle
slopes; low density of habitation,
frequency of road access and intensity
of agricultural use.
Upland Steep Upland Moderate altitude, Strong relief and
steep slopes; low density of
habitation, moderate frequency of road
access and intensity of agricultural
use.
Upland
Upland Plateau
Moderate altitude, relief and slopes;
high density of habitation, frequency
of road access and intensity of
agricultural use.
Moderate altitude, low relief and
gentle slopes; moderate density of
habitation and frequency of road
access; high intensity of agricultural
use.
Upland Margin Upland Margin Low altitude, moderate relief and rather
steep slopes; high density of habitation,
frequency of road access and intensity of
agricultural use.
Table 3 Land Group Representationin the Study Areas
Three land types are includedin Hill and Upland Groups.
Results are given as % of the study area. Further
details in Ball et al. (1981a,b).
Land group
Study area
Hill Upland Upland
Margin
•


12 study areas combined 48 36 16


Alwinton


67 28 5
•




Lunedale


80 11 9


Shap


54 39 7


Bransdale


30 42 28
•




Heptonstall


27 57 16


Monyash


0 86 14


Llanfachreth


31 25 44
•




Ysbyty Ystwyth


57 27 16


Glascwm


23 50 27


Ystradgynlais


54 27 19
•




Lynton


12 56 32


Widecombe


12 64 24
•
•
•
8Reptonstall, pransdale and Glascwm are predominantly upland, but have
moderate amounts of both hill and upland margin.
Shap, Ysbyty Ystwyth and Ystradgynlais - have about 50% hill land, but
Shap has a low proportion of upland margin similar to Alwinton and
Lunedale.
Alwinton and Lunedale - have a high proportion of hill land, and only
small amounts of upland margin.
It is the variation in the environment which largely determines the
distribution of vegetation and the extent to which agriculture, forestry
and other land uses have developed. Undoubtedly other factors are
important in particular situations. For example, in Shap and Monyash the
upland plateau land is based on Carboniferous Limestone, with a thin glacial
drift. This gives high levels of agricultural use and settlement that
contrast sharply with upland plateau elsewhere which is on less agriculturally
favourable rocks. Past and present land ownership has also influenced
local patterns of vegetation and land use, but the physical characteristics
of the land set the limits for the variety of vegetation and land use.
THE CURRENT UPLAND VEGETATION
In the upland areas four main types of vegetation can be identified from
detailed composition of species and they make distinct contributions to the
landscape. More subtle differences, visually and in species composition,
occur within the four types as a result of different environmental conditions
and management practices.
Improved pastures
These pastures are characterised by the presence of introduced species of high
agricultural value, eg Loliumperenne(rye grass), Dactylisglomsrata (cocks
foot) and Trifoliumrepens(clover),together with a range of herbs.
Agriculturally undesirable species may be present, such as Pteridium
aquilinum (bracken), Juncusspecies (rushes) and Cirsiumspecies (thistles);
depending on soil conditions, management and drainage.
• 9
Four classes of improved pasture show a sequence from the most productive
herb-rich Lolium grassland to the poorest Lolium/Holcus/Pteridiumgrassland
which has an increased 'weed' content of lower nutritive value than the main
introduced species. The sequence represents responses to the interaction
of the inherent site fertility, management intensity and the time since the
pasture was reseeded.
Herb-rich Loliumgrassland (class 4*). This class includes recently
resown swards and is Loliumperenne-dominatedwith a range of agricultural
weeds present. Trifoliumrepensand Dactylisglomerataare also
prominent.
Loliumgrassland (class 2). Loliumperenneis again dominant, but
Agrostistenuis(common bent) and Holcuslanatus(Yorkshire fog grass) are
present as major co-dominant species. The class includes some land
utilised for hay meadows.
Lolium/Trifoliumgrassland (class 3). Loliumperenneand Trifblium
repensare co-dominant species. There is a tendency towards drainage
impedence which is reflected in the presence of thistle and rush species.
Lolium/Holcus/Pteridiumgrassland (class 1). This class is to be found
on shallower soils than the other improved pastures. Rocks and boulders
are typically present on the surface. LoZiumperenneand HolcusLanatus
are co-dominant with Pteridiumaquilinumpresent as an invading species.
Trees and scrub are present on many sites.
Rough pastures
•
Rough pastures are subjected to less intensive management than the imprs-..ed
pastures. They are characterised by the prominence of species such as
Agrostistenuisand A. canina.(bent grasses), Festucaovena (fescue),
Juncus spp. and other coarser species. There are fewer introduced species
than in the improved pastures. Lower soil fertility (assessed from soil
acidity) is also characteristic and poor drainage is frequent. The
•
* Class numbers refer to the original statistical analysis and are retained
here to allow,reference to Ball et al. (1981a, b) and to the original
analysis.
10 •
grasslands in this group show a general ecological sequence, influenced by
soil conditions, with an associated decrease in grazing value. These rough •
pastures contain a wider variety of plants than the other vegetation types.
Agrostis/Holcusgrassland (class 7). Tht,dominant grasses are
Agrostisspp. and Holcuslanatus. This r:assland contains a variety •
of herbs and is confined to well drained r.oilsmainly on moderate
slopes (range 6-11°). Species diversity is high (188 species
recorded). Trees are typically present, as are also some surface
rocks and boulders. •
Agrostis/Juncusgrassland (class 5). Herb-rich flushes are a feature
of this grassland, while bracken and brambles are fairly frequent,
as also are scattered trees. Species diversity (189 species recorded) •
is again high.
Festuca/Agrostisgrassland (class 8). Festucaovina and Agrostis
tc.nuisare the co-dominant grass species but Loliumperenneis moderately •
ccnstant. Soils are fairly shallow and slopes mainly moderate. There
is a tendency to poor drainage and some species of wetter habitats are
often present, eg JuncuseffUsus. There are generally rather fewer
trees and surface rocks and boulders present than in other types of •
rough pasture.
Festuca/Juncusgrassland (class 6). The main feature which distinguishes
this class from the Agrostis/Juncusgrassland (class 5) is the frequent •
presence of more coarse grass species, including Deschampsiacespitcca
(tufted hair-grass), Agrostiscanina/stolonifera(brown bent/creeping
bent) and Narduastricta(mat grass). Slopes also tend to be slightly
steeper and soil pH somewhat lower tban for class 5. •
Grassy heaths
•
Grassy heaths, consisting of three classes, are characterised by the
dominance of coarse grasses such as Nardusstricta,Deschampsiaflexucsa
(wavy hair-grass) and Moliniacaerulea(purple moor grass). A secondary
shrubby element, consisting of mainly ericaceous species, links the group •
11
with the shrubbyheaths. Rushes and bracken may also be present. In the
grassy heaths as a whole, Galiumsaxatile(heathbedstraw) shows a very high
constancy,and bilberry,Vacciniumyrtillus,is probably the most prominent
of the shrubby species. The three classes of grassy heaths are arrangedin
order of increasingheath element.
•
Festuca/Nardus/Vacciniumheath (class 15). This class occurs typically
on moderate to steep slopes,which are drier than those of class 16
which it most closely resembles. As well as Festucaovina (sheep's
fescue) and Nardusstricta,Deschampsiaflexuosais also a prominent
grass, while Vaccinium yrtillusis a common associatedspecies.
Gullies and scree patches are landformfeatures frequentlypresent.
Festuca/Nardus/Moliniahe th (class 16). Wet upland grassy heath with
relativelyhigh species diversity (159 species recorded). Species
characteristicof wet situationssuch as Carexnigra (commonsedge),
Eriophorumvaginatum(cottongrass),Juncusbulbosus(bulbousrush),
Trichophorumcespitosum(deer-grass),and Nartheciumossifragum(bog
asphodel)are present. Surface water, as pools and streams, is
frequently present.
Festuca/Vacciniumheath (class 14). This heath is found mainly on
gentle to moderate slopeswith shallow soils and good drainage. Soil
pH is relativelylow, mainly below 4.7. This is the typidal dry
grassy heath characterisedby species such as Galiumsaxatile,Festuca
ovina,Deschampsiaflexuosa,Juncussquarrosus(heath rush) and
Potentillaerecta(commontormentil).
Shrubby heaths
Shrubby heaths are characterisedby the predominanceof dwarf shrubs such as
Callunavulgaris(heathor ling), Vacciniumyrtillus(bilberry),Erica
cinereaand E. tetralix(bellheather and cross-leavedheath) and Empetrum
nigrum(crowberry),as well as (Ilexspp. (gorse) and various grasses,
sedges (Carexspp.) and rushes. The group is found on the poorer soils and
at sites with the lowest intensityof management. The main trend among the
heaths, shown in the order presented,is of decreasingintensityof
•
•
•
•
12 •
agricultural use and reduction in the potential of the vegetation for easy
modification through management. •
Callunaheath (class 13). Dry Callunaheath, with bracken present in
some cases, occurs mainly on rocky sites with pockets of well drained
soils. !Ilexis usually present and is sometimes conspicuous as large •
bushes. Agrostistenuisis the grass species of highest constancy,
but the other grasses of acidic soils are also prominent.
Calluna/Molinia/Vacciniumheath (class 9). This rather species-poor •
(55 species recordd) type of heath, of limited occurrence, is found
mainly on relatively shallow soils. Callunavulgar-isis the dominant
species but all the other common ericoids are also present. Five grass
species also occur frequently. •
Vaccinium/Callunaheath (class 10). Again a rather species-poor (65
species recorded) heath, which mainly differs from class 9 in that the
shrubby heathland element is less diluted; only one grass species •
(Deschampsiaflexuosa)occurs frequently. Heathland attributes such as
burning, and eroding peat, are conspicuous.
Nardus/Sphagnum/Callunahe th (class 11). This mixed heath occurs on •
boggy moorland with coarse grasses (Nardusand D. flexuosa)present in
most samples. Other species with moderately high constancy include
Trichophorumcespitosum(deer-grass), Empetrumnigrum,Carexechinaia
(star sedge) and Nartheciumossifragum(bog-asphodel). •
Eriophorum/Callunaheath (class 12). This class is a blanket bog
community on deep peaty soils. Calluna/vulgarisis dominant with
Eriophorumvaginatumand Deschampsiaflexuosaco-dominant. Eriophorum •
angustifbliumand Sphagnumspp. (bog moss) are usually present.
FACTORS AFFECTING THE VEGETATION •
As mentioned in the descriptions of the main types of vegetation, both the
physical environment and management affect the plant communities. The
physical environment sets limits to the range of vegetation which can occur. •
The type and intensity of management varies considerably over the study areas.
• 13
Thus from the current distribution of plant communities in the study areas
we can see the range of vegetation which can be produced by man's
•	
activities, with indications of the sequence of vegetation which would
result from varying intensities of management in comparable types of land.
The vegetation of different upland areas
Diversity is often regarded as an asset to the landscape and the biological
interest of an area and the range of plant communities contributes to both
landscape and biological diversity. However, although there are marked differences
in the diversity of vegetation between the study areas (Table 4), there is
no simple relationship to environmental or management factors. In order of
increasing variety, Monyash, which is dominated by a limited range of
grasslands, is followed by Lunedale, Alwinton and Bransdale, where the
extensive moorlands are fairly uniform and there are few grassland types.
Ysbyty Ystwyth, while mainly moorland, has an increased range of grasslands
giving it a diversity similar to that of Widecombe which has a wide range of
grassland but few types of grassy and shrubby heaths. Glascwm and Lynton
follow the pattern of Widecombe but with an increased variety of heaths.
Shap and Heptonstall combine a wide variety of both grasslands and heaths,
while the full range of vegetation occurs in Llanfachreth and Ystredgynlais.
• Size is certainly not a factor. Heptonstall, the smallest area studied,
shows a diversity similar to that of Shap, which is five times larger.
Diversity of land type is not simply related to range of vegetation, although
Monyash, Lunedale and Alwinton show restricted ranges of both land and
vegetation. The variation in management of both moorland and grassland,
when linked with the physical characteristics, helps to explain the
vegetation variety.
•
Eight of the study areas (Lunedale, Ysbyty Ystwyth, Bransdale, Shap, Alwinton,
Ystradgynlais, Heptonstall and Llanfachreth) are distinctly moorland in
character, with more than 50% of grassy and shrubby heaths. Lunedale and
•
Ysbyty Ystwyth particularly contain very low proportions of improved
pasture classes, with rough pastures also rather poorly represented. The
very high occurrence of Eriophorum/Calluna blanket bog in Lunedale gives it,
overall, the most moorland character, reflecting its major land use as a
•
grouse moor. In Shap there is a contrast between a fairly strong
representation of improved pastures associated with limestone outcrops and
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the strong moorland component found on the more extensive volcanic rocks on
the western side of the study area. Hransdale is another area influenced by
sporting interests, so that the management of its moorland sector for grouse
leads to a relatively high representation of shrubby heaths, particularly
Vaccinium/Callun2heath. Alwinton is largely controlled by the Ministry of
Defence, which uses much of the area as a military range and training ground,
a use mirrored in a low proportion of improved pastures, since the normal
agricultural pressures do not operate freely in this parish and grassland
improvement schemes have not been undertaken on the same scale as in other
physically similar upland areas. Heptonstall is an important water
catchment area, of which part again is also managed for grouse. The moderate
representation of improved pastures in Heptonstall has in part resulted from
the abandonment of farms in the vicinity of the reservoirs, and the
relatively high presence of shrubby heaths results from the shooting
interests. In Ystradgynlais opencast coal mining has had some influence on
the vegetation in that these operations have inevitably disturbed areas which
have subsequently been allowed to revegetate to a form of rough pasture or
• have been planted to coniferous forest. Moorland is still dominant in
Llanfachreth, but with the grassland elements occupying almost 40% of the
sample sites, this parish tends to be intermediate between those of undoubted
moorland character and those in which the influence of agriculture is
•
predominant.
In Monyash the moorland element is absent and this study area forms the
opposite vegetation extreme to Lunedale in the range rnpresented by the 12
study areas. The reasons for the lack of the moorland element in Monyash are
its geology, of Carboniferous Limestone giving relatively fertile soils, and
its geographic position, surrounded as it is by major conurbations which
•
created substantial demands for agricultural produce, particularly dairy
products. This has meant that there have been long standing economic
incentives for the potential grassland improvements to be carried through to
completion in Monyash. Widecombe, Glascwm and Lynton all have an above
•
	 average representation of improved pastures, which is a reflection of their
generally more favourable plant growth conditions, both in terms of soils and
climate. Since these three areas are more remote than Monyash from major centres
of population, they have retained a wider range of vegetation diversity and
•
have not been subjected to the extreme pressures for improvement that have
totally turned Monyash to farmland. The farmland element is weakest in
•
16 •
Widecombe out of these three areas, but in Glascwm grasslandimprovementschemes
are currentlymaking deep inroads into the remaining areas of unimproved
moorland. In Lynton moves for landscapeconservationmay prevent further •
losses of unimprovedmoorland.
The vegetationof different land types
The variationsbetween the study areas are condensedin the land types, which
allow us to see the range of vegetationwhich has been developed under man's
influencein comparableenvironments. Combining the informationfrom the
12 areas shows (Table 5) that each type of land contains one or two dominant
classes of vegetationwith number of subordinateor occasionalcommunities.
The interpretationis that the dominant vegetationis the 'norm' for that
type of land. In the hill land types the dominant vegetation is determined 0
mainly by environmentalconditions,but in the upland and upland margin man's
influence is more importautin selecting the dominant vegetation. The
subordinatevegetationin each land type reflects the minor variationsin the
physical conditions and management. The frequencyof occurrenceof each
vegetationindicatesthe probabilityof it being developed through a change
in management. In general terms, increasedintensityof managementwould
move vegetationclasses towards the left side of Table 5, and decreased
management to the right. For example, in steep hill land increasedgrazing 0
would change the shrubby heaths into grassy heaths, with a limited
probabilityof succession into two types of rough pasture. In contrast, in
upland margin land there is a high probabilitythat increasedmanagementwould
transform the rough pastures and heaths into improved grassland,predominantly
into herb-richLoliumswards.
As always, general trends are tempered by local conditions, but the main patterns
are as follows. •
Hill land supportsnegligible improved pastures, and its rough pastures are
principallyFestuca/Agrostisgrassland (class 8) which, with Festuca/Juncus
grassland (6), occurs mainly on steep hill land. Grassy heaths of the steep
hill are mainly Festuca/Nardus/Molinia(16) and Festuca/Vaccinium(14) and their
associationsuggests that they could develop from the grasslands (8 and 6)
under appropriatemanagement. The commonestshrubby heath class is Nardus/
Sphagnum/Calluna(11). The vegetationrange of steep hill land is less
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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concentratedthan in the case with hill and high plateau, giving a greater
vegetationaldiversity to this land type. In the hill and high pleateau,
shrubby heaths of liardus/Sphagnum/Calluna(11) nd Calluna(12) are
prominent. Both these are typical peat bog vegetationsin which the
likelihoodof gradual vegetationchange by simple managementmodifications
is slight.
Upland types of land carry a greater range of vegetationthan hill land.
All the vegetationclasses occur on upland, and only Agrostis/Juncus
grassland (5) was not recordedon steep upland and upland plateau.
Improvedpastures are mainly the better Loliumclasses (2, 4) and rough
pastures tend to be dominatedby Festuca/Agrostisgrassland (8). The latter,
as in the hill land, is associatedwith grassy heaths (14, 16) on the steeper
sectors. Upland margin also contains a wide spectrum of the vegetation
classes,butbecause of its greater potential for agriculturethis land type
has become dominatedby improvedpastures and rough pastures.
0
PAST CHANGES IN UPLAND LAND USE AND VEGETATION
So far, we have concentratedon the current vegetation in relation to variations
in the physical environmentand intensityof use. However to understandthe
•
current pattern of vegetation,and the extent to which it has changed, and is
changing,it is necessary to appreciatethe fluctuationsin land use,
particularlyin agriculture,that have affected the vegetation. The broad
pattern of open moorland in the hills, with pastures on the lower slopes is
the result of early clearanceof woodland, followedby centuriesof grazing
and burning, which induced slow changes in the vegetation. Documentation
before about 1800 is very erratic and difficult to interpret,but there is
reasonableevidence for the distributionand timing of the more rapid changes •
which occurred in the uplands through industrialdevelopments,afforestation
and fluctuationsin agriculture.
In the mid-19th century, a 'GoldenAge' of agriculturein Britain, improved
communicationsand greater accessibilityto large markets, which might have
been expected to lead to further upland land reclamationand agricultural
development,often acted in the opposite direction. /t had become
19
easier to transport produce to distant towns but it was also easier to import
foodstuffs, so that the primacy of farmers in their local markets was removed.
Previously, farmers could depend on the prices received for their products
rising and falling according to the quality of the local harvest. This self-

balancing mechanism ended when it became easy to import products whose price
was unaffected by local seasonal conditions. Prices not only fell, but
remained low even when home output was depressed. Low yields no longer
brought a compensatory rise in prices. In these changing circumstances the
farmers' response was to economise by reducing arable acreage and investment
in pastoral management. Often poor husbandry practices made adjustment
difficult. Garnett (1912) complained of how some of the higher ground in the
Lake District had been 'ploughedso hard and so long' that it was difficult to
re-establish a sward, and there was insufficient capital for agricultural
essentials. When much of this marginal arable land was abandoned in the late
19th century, it reverted directly to rough pasture or moor, rather than being
maintained as improved pastures.
With the exception of the brief period between 1915 and 1921, agricultural
prices remained depressed throughout the first 35 years of the 20th century,
and the impact on the upland countryside was accentuated by the collapse of
many rural industries and occupations. The plight of the upland farmer was
the subject of a number of ad hoc inquiries before and after 1945, the most
relevant of which was a study of 120 000 ha (290 000 acres) of central Wales,
including the parish of Ysbyty Ystwyt (Welsh Agricultural Land Sub-Commission
1955). The Commission emphasised that with the disappearance of subsidiary
incomes there was a tendency for smaller farms to become deserted or
emalgamated, and their homesteads to be left ruinous.
An indication of general trends in upland farming this century may be obtained
from the Annual Returns made by farmers to the Ministry of Agriculture and its
predecessor. As might be expected, the average area under tillage declined
until the First World War, then rose and remained at a level comparable to
that of the early 1900s (Figure la). The average anima population has
fluctuated far less, and numbers in the mid-1960s were comparable with those
of the first decade of the century (Figures lb, c). The number of sheep
per hectare has risen since the 1930s (Figure Id), The overall impression is,
•
therefore, one of broad stability in stocking rates over this period, except
•
20
Figure la Trends in the area of tillage for 7 study areas, 1900-1965
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Figure lc Trends in the numbers of sheep for 9 study areas,1900-1965
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for particular situations such as the continuous increase in cattle numbers
over the period from 1930 to 1965 in Monyash and from 1955 to 1965 ln
Widecombe.
There were considerable variations within the general trends, both within and
between the study areas. Perhaps the most striking change to affect an area
was the dramatic decline in the agricultural area and output of Shap in the
period 1935-1940, at the time when Haweswater was enlarged and became a
reservoir. The increase in tillage in Glascwm since 1940, and in sheep
numbers since 1955, are also marked.
Changes in the size of the labour force and the number of farm holdings also
indicate wider trends in land use and management and suggest a wide and complex
variety of experience in the uplands. The average number of farm workers in
Shap fell from 88 for the years 1925-1940 to 13 for the years 1950-1965, and
in Ysbyty Ystwyth from 52 to 18. In contrast, the opportunities for
employment rose in Heptonstall, Monyash and Glascwm. In most of the study
areas, there was a decline in the number of holdings, but there was no
significant change in Widecombe and Glascwm. The relative importance of very
small holdings in Heptonstall, Llanfachreth, Ysbyty Ystwyth and Ystradgynlais
persists into recent years.
The results from the Annual Returns indicate a trend since the 1950s of a 'rise
in numbers of livestock in many parishes. This trend is corroborated by the
Upland Landscapes Study (ULS) (1981), which also showed from their survey of
farmers' attitudes that many farmers planned to increase stocks. Many
farmers, especially in Alwinton, Llanfachreth, Ysbyty Ystwyth, Lynton and
Widecombe, also planned to improve their rough grazing through moorla..d
reclamation, enclosure and bracken clearance. Such proposals may be treated
with scepticism but the ULS results showed that those farmers who planned
improvements were the ones with a past record of improvement. A trend towards
farm amalgamation was also observed, in line with the general pattern of
farming, and it is possible that areas which still contain a relatively high
proportion of small holdings may be subject to the greatest change in farm
size. There is a trend for decreasing livestock densities as farm size
increases in hill farms. Although this relationship is affected in part by
land quality, it suggests that some areas may expect to reduce stock densities
through amalgamation in contrast with the general trend of increasing
numbers.
• 23
An overall impressionin the agriculturaluse of the uplands is one of long
term average stability,onto which is superimposedfluctuationsover one or
two decades,with marked local variationsoften resultingfrom factors
external to the agriculturalindustry. If anythingthere is a current trend
towards increasinglivestocknumbers and associatedagriculturalimprovement.
The historicalrecord can, however, indicatewhere in the study areas earlier
changes in agriculturalfortuneshave affectedthe vegetation. The
implicationis that similar fluctuationsin futurewill affect similar areas.
From OrdnanceSurvey maps and recent air photographsthree zones of decreasing
intensityof agriculturaluse can be identified: i. farmlandwhich has always
been under intensivecultivation,ii. moorland fringe which in the past 200
years or so has interchangedbetween moorland and farmlandor forest,
iii. moorland core which has alwaysbeen under extensivemanagement. The
moorland fringe is of particularinterestbecause it is the zone in which
fluctuatiorsinmanagementhave the greatesteffect. For example, in Bransdale
(Map 2) a major area of moorland core surrounds the 'permanent'farmlandin
the valley bottom. The moorland core and farmlandare separatedby the fringe,
which consistsof some large blocks of moorlandwhich have been reclaimedfor
forestry,plus many smaller pieces of farmland which have reverted to moorland
at various times in the past.
•
In all the study areas the fluctuationsin land use occur either as small
blocks adjacentto the farmlandwhere reclamationfor or reversionfrom
agriculturehas taken place, or as larger blocks of moorland afforestation
which may be sited well into the moorland. The patternsof reclamationand
reversionare very distinct (Table6). Apart from Monyaeh which has an
insignificantarea of moorland,changes in land use have had a marked effect
on the moorland in eight of the study areas. Reclamationfor forestryis
dominant in five areas in Wales and northernEngland, especiallyLlanfachreth,
in contrastto agriculturalreclamationwhich is dominant in southernEngland
(Lynton and Widecombe)plus Glascwm. Three of the northern areas
(Heptonstall,Shap and Lunedale)have maintaineda relativelystable moorland,
less than 8% of which has been affectedby relcamationor reversion.
Reversionof pastureswhich were intensivelymanaged is relativelyuniform
throughoutthe uplands and affectsbetween 2 and 13% of the moorland, again
omittingMonyash (Table6). The counteractionof reclamationand reversion
•
•
. . .
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MAP2 Moorland Core, Moorland Fringe and Farmland in Branedale
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has resulted in a major net loss of moorland in Llanfachreth,Lynton and
Glascwm, but net gains of moorland of about 6% in Reptonstalland Shap.
Over the combined areas about 16% of the moorland has been directly affected
by land use changes. The main influencehas been a 9% loss to forest.
Agriculturalreclamationhas affected2.6% of the total moor but this loss is
41
offset by reversionfrom intensiveagricultureto moorland on about 5% of the
moor. The net result of these fluctuationshas been a loss of about 6.5%
(3 350 ha) of the original moorland (51 400 ha) over a period of about 200 years.
The timing of the changes is also significant. As observed by ULS (1981)the 41
rate of loss of moorland has increasedmarkedly in the last decade, mainly through
afforestation,whereas reclamationand reversion through agricultureis a long
standing feature of the landscape. Reclamationof moorland for agriculture,as
shown by the Annual Returns (Figurela) has long term fluctuations,althoughthe 41
ULS results indicate a recent rise in the area of crops and grass, particularly
in Lynton, Widecombe and Glascwm, and to a lesser extent in Alwinton and Lunedale.
Reversion of farmland to moorland appears to be more consistentthan retlamation
with only minor fluctuationsover the last 200 years, 40% of reversionsoccurring
before 1885 and 60% since then. Recent reversionhas been slow, concentratedin
Bransdale and Llanfachreth.
The only apparent discrepancybetween the present results and those from ULS 41
(1981) is in the total estimatedloss of moorland or semi-naturalvegetation.
The estimated area of moorland c. 1800 was 51 400 ha, wthichhas been reducedto
the present level of 48 100 ha, a loss of 6.5%. The comparablefigures from
ULS (1981) are 52 900 ha of semi-naturalvegetationin c. 1872, which is now 41
reduced to 46 400 ha, a loss of 12.3%. Bearing in mind the shorter term
fluctuationsin use, the differentsources of information,the inaccvraciesin the
original mapping and errors in measurement,the two results provide valuable
independentestimatesof the loss rate, averagingout at between 17 and 65 ha yr-1 •
or 0.03 to 0.12% yr-1. Both studies show the same wide variationbetween areas,
ranging from losses of 32% to gains of 6% in the present study, compared to losses
of 36% and gains of 5% in the ULS (1981) study, the resvlts from study .‘reasbeing
closely correlated. 41
As already mentioned, the moorland fringe,with fluctuatingland use, tends to
form a distinct zone in the uplands. It is concentratedin a particularquality
of land, 60% occurs on the steep upland and upland margin land typee. AD
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Thus on the assumption that the general pattern of land use will be maintained,
future changes are likely to be concentrated in these land types and the
visual effect will be greatest in areas which have a high proportion of such
land, ie Llanfachreth with 69%, and Glascwm and Lynton with 52%.
Alternatively changes may be concentrated where there are large areas of these
land types, ie Llanfachreth with 5 000 ha and Alwinton with 3 900 ha.
Reversion of pasture to moorland
•
Examining the succession of vegetation following reversion of pasture has shown
the expected sequence through rough pastures and grassy heaths to shrubby heaths
from an assumed starting point of improved pasture. What was unexpected was
•
the very long period of time necessary for reversionto reach the shrubbyheath
stage on many sites. Although some sites had reverted to shrubby heaths within
40 years, others only developed the proportions of different types of heaths
similar to the adjacent moorland after more than 130 years.
•
The sequence of change, interpreted from sampling sites which had reverted at
known times, is shown in Figure 2 and is summarised as follows:
1111 1. In the first period of up to 40 years after reversion (reversions
between 1941-1978) the vegetation on about 40% of the improved
pastures has changed to rough pastures, a further 40% has moved
through rough pastures and developed into grassy heaths, while the
remainder has developed shrubby heaths either directly or through a
series of intermediate stages.
The situation remains fairly stable over another 35 or so years
• (1906-1940), representing a stabilised sub-climax.
In the period 75 to 130 years after reversion (1851-1905) half of the
earlier rough pastures show a gradual development to grassy heaths,
these heaths representing about 60% of the vegetation on sites of this
age of reversion.
iv. Between 130 and 180+ years (before 1850) dwarf shrub development on
411 the grassy heaths increases and the proportionof shrubby heath
vegetation classes now reaches 25%.
•
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This interpretation of a time sequence obviously represents an hypothesis,
but mechanisms which can account for the postulated slow sequence of events
can also be postulated. The fairly rapid initial change to rough pastures
and grassy heaths results from factors such as the drainage deterioration
possible on some sites, and the leaching of fertilisers and growth of
41 native species invading or already present in small quantities in the
original sward in all situations. On the most naturally acid and readily
leached soils shrubby heath development can occur relatively rapidly as
grazing pressures are reduced. However, in general, because of the residual
IP effects of former intensive management, grazing on the reverted areas remains
at a higher level than on surrounding moorland. Sheep and cattle
preferentially graze these sites and sustain a more rapid circulation of
nutrients on these pastures through cropping the vegetation and the return of
•
nutrients to the soil surface in their dung and urine. Some sites gradually
revert to grassy heaths depending on local conditions and grazing pressures.
The succession beyond these to shrubby heaths is very slow on most sites, not
only because of the grazing pressures, but because the development of the
•
	
very acid soil conditions required for dominance by ericaceous shrubs is a very
slow process.
Even after 180 years or so the sites on which improved pastures were abanooned
•
have not reached the vegetation pattern shown by the moorland core. This has
13% rough pastures, 34% grassy heaths and 53% shrubby heaths compared with
the oldest reversions which have 23, 42 and 35% of sites respectively in these
groups. It has to be considered, however, that the reverted areas may never
reach the composition shown by the moorland core because of slight inherent
environmental differences in local conditions which, in the first place, would
have caused farmers to select areas for improvement.
•
The key point arising from the examination of reverted pastures is the long
period required before these sites redevelop the visual characteristics of the
adjacent moorland. In contrast, moorland improvement is virtually an
1111
instantaneous process. Apart from the obvious interpretation that what man
can change quickly takes a long time to restore by natural processes, there is
a second implication. The current vegetation is still responding to changes
in management that occurred decades or even centuries ago and that alterations
40
in management since the Second World War will still be Anfluencing the
vegetation well into the 21st century.
•
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POTENTIAL CHANGES IN VEGETATION
The discussionof vegetationtypes and their distributionhas repeatedly
indicated their potential for change and their response to management. There
are various strands of evidenceon the response of particular plant communities
which can now be combined to provide a general scheme showing the inter-
relationshipsof the upland communities. This scheme can then be used to
predict the likely responseof plant communitiesto alterationsin management.
Some of the evidence of vegetationchange comes from general experience in the
ecology of plant communitiesand species. Other evidence comes from
historical evidence as already described and from specificmanagement
experiments. The latter provide the most direct evidence but the number of
controlledexperimentson upland vegetation is very small. Experiments
relevant to the present topic, but outside the study areas, were visited during
the research,and the type of vegetationwas related to the classificationused
here. The experimentswere at the Hill Farming Research Organisation's
ExperimentalFarm at Lephinmorein Argyll, the Ministry of Agriculture,Fisheries
and Food ExperimentalFarm at Redesdale in Northumberlandand the Nature
ConservancyCouncil National Nature Reserves at Snowdonia in Gwynedd and Moor
House in Cumbria. These experiments,some of them extending for more than
20 years, have examined the responseof different types of upland vegetationto
variationsin management,mainly in sheep grazing intensity,but with some'study
of effects of burning and fertilisation.
The general trends in vegetationchange are summarisedin Figure 3, using the •
vegetationclasses describedearlier. The probable change from one class to
another is arrowedwith indicationsof particularfactors, eg moisture,which
influencethe succession. In the case of grassy heaths some regional
distinctionsare recognised. In general the sequenceof change is reversible •
and the flow diagram shows the directionwith reduced intensityof grazing,
the time scale being indicatedon the right hand side. The changes would be
reversedwith intensificationof grazing and, in the case of rough and improved •pastures,of surface management. The time scale of change through
intensificationis shown on the left. In most cases the developmentof scrub
and woodland can occur as indicatedgiven low grazing and adjacentseed sources.
One set of factors is not shown, ie the general environmentalconstraintor land •type, but the limitationsto successionalchanges have already been shown in
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Table 5. The main succession and management summarised in Figure 3 is as
follows:
1, Improved pastures. These grasslands have been produced by
cultivation, with reseeding and fertilising. Stocking densities
are high, usually of about 7-10 sheep per hectare. Some variation
in the vegetation of the initial pasture will depend on local
conditions, but in most instances the recently sown swards will be
herb-rich Latium (class 4), especially under the more favourable soil
and climatic conditions. The sward composition changes with time •
if there is no repetition of the cultivation, approximately in the
sequence shown, as weed species begin to colonise. On wetter sites
if drainage is impeded, rushes and thistles will tend to increase,
moving towards Lolium/Trifoliumgrassland (3), while bracken may
encroach on drier soils. The succession through the improved
pastures may take up to 20 years if there is no further cultivation.
Normally the cycle is repeated with redevelopment of the initiz
swards and control of weeds through repeated cultivation, seed. and
lime, fertiliser and herbicide application.
Improved pastures÷÷Rough pastures. Without repeated cultivat: the
improved pastures, after moving through a succession within CI• :oup,
will gradually revert to rough pastures, although local soil
characteristics and moderate grazing may delay the change almoir
indefinitely. Generally a move from Lolium/Holcus/Pteridiur
grassland (1) to rough pasture communities can take about 10 years and •
the type of rough pasture which develops will depend on the local
environment. The succession sequence between individual improved and
rough pastures is not clear, but the associations shown in Table 5
suggest that on more fertile, drier sites herb-rich Loliumgrassland (4) •
may revert directly, or via Lolium grassland (2), to Agrostis/Holcus
rough pastures (7) or possibly to Festuca/Agrostisgrassland (8). The
latter may also be the main lir.::from the Lolium/Holcus/Fteridium
grassland (1) at the end of the improved pasture succession. The rate
•
of reversion from improved to ruugh pasture is typically one of the
more rapid vegetation changes.
• 33
ii, Rough pastures. Grazing at about 4-7 sheep per hectare maintains
the rough pastures. The grazing intensity depends on sward
composition, which partly reflects soil fertility. The Agrostis/
Holcusgrasslands (7) tend to be more fertile and the Festuca/Juncus
grasslands (6) on poorer sites. Successional changes between types
of rough pasture are complex but tend to be associated with gradual
increases in soil moisture and acidity. Thus Agrostis/Holcus(7)
and Festuca/Agrostis(8) pastures occur mainly on relatively dry
soils, associated with low rainfall and/or good drainage. Fesctua/
•	 Agrostisis the main rough pasture at the higher altitudes and tends
to develop from Agrostis/Holcuspastures, with time, if soils become
more acid. If soil moisture increases through deterioration of
drainage, rough pasture classes 7 and 8 will tend to develop to
• Agrostis/Juncus(5) and Festuca/Juncus(6) grasslands respectively.
Festuca/Juncuspastures may also develop from Agrostis/Juncus
grassland if soils become more acid and organic matter accumulates.
These successional changes would probably take decades to occur and
•
could be promptly reversed by improvement of drainage and/or liming.
Scattered trees and bushes are present on some of these pastures and
scrub and woodland would often develop if grazing pressures were
sufficiently low.
Rough pastures÷.Grassy heaths. The reversion from improved to rough
pastures, and the succession within rough pastures, is associated wIth
•
	 a decrease in soil pH, as lime is progressively leached and not replaced.
Grassy heaths have a still lower average pH and, with their peaty soils,
are often wetter than the rough pastures. At the wetter sites
Agrostis/Juncus(5) and Festuca/Juncus(6) grasslands tend to change
• to Festuca/Nardus/Moliniahe th (16), the change being initiated by
reduction in grazing pressure. Where grazing pressure is reduced on
the drier rough pastures the succession probably moves through Festuca/
Agrostisgrassland (8) to Festuca/Vacciniumheath (14). With the
• exclusion of grazing on rough pastures, successica to grassy heath
vegetation can take less than 10 years. However grazing intensity
tends to be reduced rather than removed, and the succession normally
takes much longer. An increase in grazing intensity on grassy heaths
can result in development of rough pastures by suppression of the dwarf
shrubs and coarser grasses, the change taking 10 years or more.
•
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Grassy heaths. The grassy heaths are maintained by a grazing pressure
of about 2-4 sheep her hectare, and successional changes betweel:them
and the shrubby heaths are also often prevented by burning. The
inter-relationships between the three types of grassy heaths are not
distinct. Soil drainage tends to be poorer on the.Festuaa/Nardus/
Moliniaheaths (16) so that this class develops very slowly from the
other grassy heaths (14, 15) only when the surface soil becomes .
wetter. Given exposure of the soil surface, tree seed may germinate
from local sources at moderate altitudes and in the absence of
grazing.
Grassy heaths+-
 Shrubby heaths. The interchange between grassy and
shrubby heaths is determined mainly by the effect of grazing and
burning on the survival of dwarf shrubs. The change in vegetation
is again associated with a shift to lower pH, partly cause and partly
effect. Reduced grazing pressure allows the expansion or incursion
of dwarf shrubs on grassy heaths, but the process is usually very slow
and may show regional differences. Festuca/Vacciniumheath (14)
appears to develop towards dry Calluna heath (13) in southern areas,
but through Festuca/Nardus/Vaccinium(15) to Vaccinium/Callunaheath
(10) in more northern areas.
iv. Shrubby heaths. Burning is the principal means of maintaining
vigorous shrubby heaths, allied to a grazing pressure of less than
about 2 sheep per hectare. Shrubby heaths tend to be stable for long
periods under consistent low levels of management. Classes 10, 11
and 12 tend to develop in response to differing environments, but
there is some trend through these with increasing development of more
peaty soils and permanent waterlogging. As with grassy heaths,
scrub woodland may be established below about 400 m, or in drier sites,
where grazing and burning is restricted. Local tree seed sources,
particularly of birch, rowan, hawthorn or conifers, encourage
woodland development. Above about 400 m tree growth weakens and
dwarf shrubs may remain as the climax vegetation, with Cantina
declining above about 700 m.
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FUTURE CHANGES IN VEGETATION
•
What will be the future pattern of vegetation? There is no simple answer.
Much will depend on the extent to which farming and forestryare encouraged
to expand, or contract,in responseto national policies and other socia-
economic forces. The extent to which these industrieswill respond varies
between areas, dependingon local environmental,social and economic
conditionsand on local constraintsof competingland uses such as grouse
shooting and amenity interests. Thus there are a number of possible answers
to the question dependingon the unpredictableexpansionor contractionof
land uses. Thereforewe have examined a number of scenariosto indicatethe
distributionand type of vegetationchange which would result from different
trends in land use. Basicallywe have examined the vegetationpattern that
would result from extreme,but feasible,developmentsin land use, particularly
the extensionor contractionof agriculture. This shows the maximum range
of vegetationchange and allows interpolationto estimatethe effect of varying
levels of development. The scenarios are based on the known distributions
of vegetationin responseto managementchanges.
The main options for land use change which are examined are:
• i. Continuation of the historical pattern of change
ii. Major expansionor decline in agriculture. The likely change is
assessedby two independentmethods:
•
change in the 1 000 vegetationsample points
the agriculturalpotentialof land types
iii. Major expansionof forestrybut with retentionof the better
agriculturalland for agriculture.
i. Continuationof the historicalpattern of change
It is importantto distinguishbetween the trenas in agricultureand forestry,
and agricultureis examined first. The intensityof agriculturein the uplands
has fluctuatedconsiderablyover the last 200 years. Marked changes in one
36
•
parish are often independent of changes in other parishes (Figure 1).
Overall there has been a small but detectable loss of moorland vegetation
which is partly offset by reversion of land from agriculture to moorland.
Given tho recent upward trend in stock numbers (Figure 1 and ULS 1981) and
attitudes of farmers towards positive changes in management (ULS 1981), it
is probable that in the near future the loss of moorland through agricultural
reclamation will continue. The Upland Landscapes Study (1981) estimated
the recent loss rate of moorland as 0.66% per year, but as at least three-
quarters of this is by forestry (Table 6), the average loss rate as a result
of agriculture is about 0.16% per year.
Agriculturalreclamation has been greatest in Glascwm, Lynton, Widecombe and to
a lesser extent in Monyash. As there has been little afforestation in these
four areas the rate of reclamation is about 1% per year. These four areas
are showing increased numbers of sheep or cattle and their farmers have a
positive attitude to agricultural development. In addition, Glascwm and
Lynton, and to a lessor extent Widecombe, contain a high proportion of the
land types in which land use change has been concentrated in the past. The
assessment of agricultural potential by ULS (1981) shows a significant reserve
of improvable land in Glascwm, Lynton, Widecombe and Bransdale, with further
options in Alwinton and Shap, which are less attractive because of climate.
The pattern of probable change through continuation of existing trends is
clear:
i. Glascwm, Lynton and Monyash will lose moorland most rapidly (c. 1%
per year) and with their small area of moorland, the loss will be
visually obvious; Widecombe will probably also lose moorland quite
rapidly but, as with Glascwm and Lynton, much of the moorland is
Common Land and will probably not be affected directly.
Lunedale may show a rate of reclamation of about 0.3% per year, but
such activity will be restricted by the limited land quality and by
moorland use for grouse.
iii. Very low rates of moorland reclamation (less than 0.1% per year) are
likely to occur in Shap, Llanfachreth, Ystradynlais and Alwinton.
This reflects a combination of poor quality land, limited increases
in stock and less positive attitudes of the farmers, although there
are some major constraints of ownership or competing land uses.
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1v. Negligible rates of reclamation (less than 0.01% per year) are expected
in Bransdale, Ysbyty Ystwyth and Heptonstall. Despite the relatively
good quality of land in Bransdale and lack of common land constraint,
reclamation is mainly restricted by management of the moorland for
grouse. Improvement in the other two areas is unlikely for a variety
41	 of reasons, including Common Land registration and use of the areas
for water catchment.
v. The area of pasture which has been allowed to revert to moorland has
been very small in recent years; a total of 300 ha over 38 years,
mainly in Llanfachreth and Bransdale where the addition to moorland is
only at about 0.1% per year. There ts some indication that recent
reversion is associated with afforestation, but the pattern 1s not
41 clear.
Given the continuing trends a total of about 1 800 ha of moorland would be
• improved for agriculture, representing about 4% of the current moor. The
improvement is likely to occur at the edge of the moorland, on land types where
change has occurred previously, ie in upland margin and steep upland. Thus
the vegetation most likely to be affected would be Festuca/Agrostisand
• Agrostis/Nolcusgrasslands, and possibly Festuca/Vacciniumand Festuca/Nardus/
Moliniagrassy heaths. Shrubby heaths are uncommon on these land types, but
some Vaccinium/Callunaheath may be lost. The predicted types of vegetation
corresponds with the recent losses observed by ULS (1981), who showed that
• losses were predominantly (60%) from 'smooth grassland' dominated by Festuca
and Agrostis,with 20% from 'coarse grassland' of Nardusand Mainia.
The projected continuing trend of increased area of improved grassland and
41
increased stocking in some of the study areas will result in increased grazing
intensity on the moorland. The trend in grazing intensity is likely to be
partly offset by the trend from hill to upland farming noted by ULS (1981).
There is no direct evidence of the rate at which vegetation change has been
occurring on the moorland as a result of recent increases in grazing pressures.
Some tendency to reduction in heather and bracken cover was suggested by
ULS (1981), although in W1decombe both species appear to increase. Evidence
from a study of heather moorland on Exmoor (Miller, Miles and Heal 1979)
indicated that heather moor was being lost by increased 'grazing,uncontrolled
•
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burning and recreation pressures on the edge of the moor. Such changes are
most marked where the areas of moor are small or fragmented, giving a large
edge of effect. In addition controlled burning of heather as grouse moor is
not common in the south-west, leading to degeneration of the heather.
From the scattered evidence, the projected trend towards agricultural expansion
will result in slight changes in vegetation in the moorland core. Heather
cover is most likely to be efected, but this will be detectable mainly in the
areas where expansion is greatest (Glascwm and Lynton) and the moorland area is
small.
A final qualification is that the scenario of projection of current rates of
change assumes continuation over the next 20 years, with varying rates in
different areas. Past experience indicates that long term trends are less
likely than short term fluctultions. Therefore it is probable that the
degree of change will be less than that predicted, and the focus may shift.
While maintenance of recent frends in agriculture would result in some loss of
moorland, especially rough pastures, additional changes would result from
continuation of recent trends in afforestation. In the last 30 years about
4 000 ha of coniferous forest has been developed, representing a loss of about
0.3% of the moorland annually. The highest rates and largest areas have been
in Alwinton and Llanfachreth and to a lesser extent in Ystradgynlais and .
Bransdale. The continued expansion of forestry at the current rate would
remove about 2 900 ha or 6% of the present moorland core by the turn of the
century. Given the estimated areas of potentially plantable land and
allowing that Common Land and grouse moors will remain unplanted, then the
majority of the forest expansion is expected to occur in the northern areas,
particularly Alwinton, but also Lunedale and Shap. These three areas combined
have about 2 900 ha of moorland, of which about half is potentially plantable.
Further afforestation will occur in Wales, mainly Llanfachreth, Ysbyty Ystwyth
and Ystradgynlais, where moorland and plantable land are only a third of the
size of the northern areas. Some restriction on forestry may occur through
National Park status, but this will probably not be a major factor on the
evidence that the distribution of recent afforestation is not correlated with
National Park designation.
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As with agriculturalimprovement,afforestationis most likely to occur on
steep upland and upland margin land, thus affectingmainly rough grasslands
•
and moorland dominatedby Nardusand Molinia. The effect of afforestationon
adjacentmoorland is not well documented,but it is probable that in some
areas it will result in reduced grazing pressures and increasesin shrubby
heaths. In contrast,forestrymay cause concentrationof grazing on
• remainingmoorland,especiallywhere there is a planned mixed land use, with
a resultingreductionin shrubbyheaths. Thus, there will probably be little
change in the total area of different vegetationtypes, but their distribution
may be affected.
•
The combinedeffect of continuationof recent rates of agriculturaland forestry
development,if maintainedto the end of the century,will be a loss of about
4 700 ha of the present 48 000 ha of moorland,ie about 10%. Losses will be
40 mainly to agriculture in southern England, to forestry in northern England,
and to both in Wales. The main vegetationto be affectedwould probablybe
Festuca/Agrostisgrasslands,Festuca/Nardus/Moliniaand Festuca/Vacciniumgrassy
heaths, possibly 1 000 ha of each, with smaller amounts of Agrostis/Holcus
grasslandand Vaccinium/Callunaheath.
ii Major expansionor decline in agriculture
•
Whilst the most probable scenario is a continuationof recent trends, it is
possible that a major expansionor decline in agriculturecould occur through
external economic forces. The forces may act on selected areas or overall,
• but we have examinedthe effect in each area of an increaseor decreaseof 50%
in the current managementintensity,in particularstock densities. Such a
degree of change over a period of 10-20 years is not unrealistic; it
representsabout the maximum rate of change which has occasionallyoccurred
in some parishesin the past (Figure 1). To estimate responseof vegetation
we applied the general scheme of the potentialvegetationchange, summarisedin
Figure 3, to the 1 000 sites at which detailed recordingof vegetationwas made.
The probable change at each site was assessedand results combinedto show the
• expecteddegree of change in each study area.
A second, and independent,assessmentof vegetationchange in responseto a
major, possiblymaximum, expansionof agriculturewas made on the basis of the
• potentialof each of the land types. Maximum expansion'ofagriculture,with
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increasedpasture productivity,higher stocking rates and associated
management changes,would utilise intensivelythe followingpercentageof
each land type: upland margin 100%, upland and upland plateau 90%, steep
upland 60%, hill 30%, high plateau and steep hill 20%. This would expand
agriculturaluse through the moorland fringe and result in more intersiveuse
of the moorland core. A developmentof this type would result in the
proportionsof improved pastures, rough pastures, grassy heaths and shrubby
heaths being in the upland margin 70, 30, 0 and 0% respectively,in the upland
land group 60, 20, 20 and 0%, and in the hill land group 10, 10, 50 and 30%.
This degree of intensificationis at about the maximum level currentlyachieved
in some of the parishes.
The vegetationchange that would result from intensification is very similar
overall in the two predictions, although there are some variations within
particular study areas (Table 7). In general, the area of improved pastures
would increase by about 40% with major changes in Alwinton, Lunedale, Llanfachreth
and Ysbyty Ystwyth and negligible change in Monyash and Lynton. The area of
rough pastures and grassy heaths would show no major change, although the
predictions based on vegetation response indicates a fairly general increase
of about SS% in rough pastures. The shrubby heaths would show a major decline
under intensification,being virtually eliminated in Widecombe, Lynton and
Glascwm. Although the shrubby heaths would remain as a main vegetation type in
Alwinton, Lunedale and Ysbyty Ystwyth, their area would be reduced by about
50%.
The change in the balance of vegetationwith agriculturalintensificationis.
thus most obvious at the ends of the vegetation succession, the improved
pastures and shrubby heaths. This is because althoughmany existing rough
pastures and grassy heaths will be altered, new rough pastures will be produced
from grassy heaths, and new grassy heaths from shrubby heaths. Thus although
the amount of rough pastures and grassy heaths may change only slightly, their
distribution will change.
The effect of intensification would vary considerably between areas. Monyash,
Lynton and to a lesser extent Glascwm would show relatively little change
because they are already close or at their maximum agricultural potential.
Alwinton, Lunedale, Shap, Heptonstall, Ysbyty Ystwyth and Ystradgynlais would
•
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Table 7Ms current and predicted percentage frequency of vegetatIon lo the study
	 , the predictions following agricultural inteneificalloo or decline.
C • current frequency at eample altee; I) • Intensification, 	 
from sample sites; 12 • Intensification, asa...sd from potentlal of
land types; D e decline, 0000000d from •ample site..
Study area


Improved
Pastures
Rough
Pastures
Grassy
Hestbe
Shrubby
Heaths
Alwinton c 6 27 36 31


11 33 38 13 Id


12 27 14 38 21


D 6 o 28 66
Lunedale c 1 12 22 65


II 13 22 9 66


12 21 13 42 24


D 1 0 11 87
Shop C 19 14 34 33


II 33 34 30 3


12 34 15 35 16


D 17 5 11 87
Branadale c 11 11 34 44


11 22 34 41 3


12 49 19 23 9


D 6 6 11 77
Heptonstall C 25 11 10 54


36 10 27 27


12 48 19 25 8


20 6 10 64
Monyash C 86 14 0



loo



12 63 20 17 0


86 10 4 0
Llanfachreth c 8 31 31 30


li 39 31 26 4


12 50 21 20 9


D 4 17 18 61
Vsbyty Ystwyth C 7 12 29 52


II 19 24 27 25


12 34 16 33 17


1 8 9 81
GIaeon C 47 23 16 14


II 70 16 14 0


12 51 20 22 7


27 30 15 28
Yetradgynlais C 20 17 38 25


II 37 38 24 1


12 35 16 33 16


13 7 16 64
Ly0tOn C 68 10 14



78 14 8 0


12 67 22 17 4


61 23 4 23
Widecombe C 37 21 5 37


11 58 5 37 0


12 56 21 19 4


D 24 19 15 43
Ail 00000 c 27 17 23 33


11 44 23 22 II


12 43 18 27 12


D 20 10 13 57
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show some improvementon the moorlandedge but would retain much of their
general character,includingsignficantareas of shrubby heaths. Probably
the most marked change would be observed in Bransdale,Llanfachrethand
Widecombe,where improvementin the moorland edge would be associatedwith
large reductionsin shrubbyheaths on the moorland core.
The degree to which the change could be achievedwould depend on a varietyof
local factors such as agreementsover Common Land and competinginterestssuch
as grouse moors, water authorities,forestry and amenity interests. In the
very unlikely event of concertedintensificationof agriculturein all areas,
overridingthe local constraints,theloss of current moorland vegetationto
improvedpasture would be of the order of 11 500 ha. This representsabout
24% of the existing moorland and is about six times the loss if agricultural
improvement is maintained at its recent rate.
The projected change resulting from improvement could occur within a decade or
so of a major incentive for agricultural development. The alternative of a
major decline in agriculture, with a halving of stocking densities, would
result in a much slower rate of vegetation change. Based on the vegetation
of the detailed sampling sites and the vegetation succession under reduced
management (Figure 3), there would be a general loss of improved pastures
through reversion which would affect more than half of the pastures only in
Llanfachreth and Ysbyty Ystwyth (Table 7). There would be virtually no loss
of improvedpastures in Alwinton,Lunedale,Shap and Monyash, although there
would be some change in the type of vegetation on these pastures. In
Alwinton and Lunedale major reductions in rough pastures would be likely as
they revert to grassy heaths under reduced grazing intensity. The degree of
change would be less in most of the areas and a reduction in grassy heaths is
likely to occur consistently. Apart from the reversion of improved pastures
on the edge of the moorland, the most marked change would be the conistent
increase, usually abbut 100%, in the shrubby heaths.
A decline in agriculture of about 50% would, in a period of 10 to 20 years,add
about 2 500 ha (5%) to the moorland or semi-natural vegetation. This rate of
reversion has occurred in selected areas in the past, eg Shap at the end of the
19th century and in Llanfachreth since about 1940. With such a decrease in
agriculture the vegetation change would continue for many decades and in some
•
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parts of the moor would allow regeneration of srub and woodland. Decline
in agriculture of the scale projected are unlikely to occur, particularly in
view of the expressed attitude of farmers. However, changes of this type
are less inhibited by ownership and conflicting interests than are improvements
and can be precipitated by local social and economic conditions or by pressures
from other land uses. It is probable that reduced agricultural use would
encourage forestry development and the final scenario examines the extent to
which forestry expansion could affect the vegetation.
iii. Major expansion of forestry
The degree to which forestry could expand is determined by the forestry potential
of the land, ownership, competing uses and other social and economic forces. :
Land quality is the ultimate constraint; other factors can be overcome by man.
However, in this final projection we have estimated the vegetation change that:-
would result from expansion of forestry onto all the plantable land, but witht
the proviso that intensive agriculture would be retained on the most productive
parts of the uplands.
The projection is made'using the distribution of land types and their associated
vegetation. Upland margin would remain entirely in agriculture; of the
upland and upland plateau, 50% would retain substantial agriculture; most
(75%) of the steep upland would go to forestry. Of the hill land, only the .
part below 427 m (1 400 ft) would be of use for forest production, the remainder
being retained for extensive grazing. With the reduced agricultural base,
grazing intensities on the hill land would probably be reduced, resulting in a
succession from grassy to shrubby heaths, with some scrub development
immediately above the planted ground.
The resulting pattern of vegetation and land use (Table 8) indicates, rather
surprisingly, that although the forest cover could expand from the present 10%
to 40% of the total areas, there is room for expansion of land under
agriculture from the current 21% to about 30%. The calculations indicate a41
decrease in agricultural use on Monyash, Glascwm and Lynton, but this is
improbable because of the strength of existing agriculture. These areas will
remain predominantly agricultural. Bransdale, Heptonstall, Llanfachreth and
dl Widecombe would be equally concerned with agriculture and forestry
. It
•
•
•
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appears that in Llanfachreth virtually all the potential land is already under
forestand any further expansion would utilise land of a quality which is used
;
for intensive agriculture in other areas.Alwinton, Shap and Ystradgynlais
would have forestiy as their most prominent use but with about 30% of open
hill land remaining.Only Shap and Ysbyty Ystwyth would remain predominantly
open hill areas.
tip
The maximum area of land with forestry potential is about 37% of the total area,
or 27 500 ha. This includes existing forest and some Common Land, thus a more
realistic estimate of the land 'available' for forestry is of the order of
15 000 ha. However, given the maximum expansion of forestry, with protection
of the best agricultural land and reduced grazing pressure on the unplanted
hill land, the vegetation on the unplanted land would consist of about 17%
improved pasture, 8% rough pasture, 6% grassy heath and 32% shrubby heath.
Thus the area of semi-natural vegetation would be reduced to about 31 000 ha,
a loss of about 35% or 17 000 ha.
INTERPRETATION
The aim of the study has been to provide a quantitative assessment of the
relative importance of environmental and human factors which influence
vegetation change and to indicate the possible course and cause of future
change. The analysis has been objective and, whilst interpretation of the
results and their implications must to a certain extent be subjective, there
is no advocacy of particular land uses or value judgement of the consequences.
The following points represent a preliminary assessment of the main
implications of the study, the further application of the information and
methods, and the requirement for additional information.
Loss-of moorland
Fluctuation in upland land use should be regarded as normal. Change ban been
a characteristic over the last 200 years but the timing of moorland
reclamation and agricultural reversion has not been consistent between
parishes. Local social and economic factors have determined the rate and
timing of land use change, but environmental factors.are responsible for
• 45
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Table 8 Estimates of maximum potential forestry land as a percentage
of the study areas, assuming use of the best land for
agriculture and no forestry above 427 m. Present
• percentage areas for agriculture and forestry, with
conifer plantations in parenthesis, are from ULS (1981).
Study areas where current agricultural use is dominant are
likely to survive preferentially even in a high forestry
• strategy are marked *•
•
Study area Unplantable Forestry land
PotentialPresent
Agricultural
Potential
land
Present


Alwinton 30 58 18 (17) 12


• Lunedale 75 12 1 13 8


Shap 35 42 3(1) 23 26




.......


Bransdale 2 53 9(8) 45 22




.:::
• Heptonstall 10 50 6(1) 40 20


*



4,


Monyash 0 45 1 55 93—


Llanfachreth 20 31 33 (30) 49 17
• Ysbyty Ystwyth 50 25 8 (8) 25 13


*




Glascwm 20 35 4(2) 45 59


Ystradgynlais 30 42 11(8) 28 16
• ,a,Lynton
Widecombe
0
6
45
39
9(1)
8 (3)
55
55
58
42


12 areas combined 33 37 10(8) 30 21
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limiting fluctuations to a distinct zone - the moorland fringe. Thus in all
the areas studied, the zone of land use change has directly affected about
11% of the total area. The majority of the resulting direct loss of 6-12% .
of the moorland or semi-natural vegetation has been in two land types. The
inference is that future fluctuations in land use are most likely to occur in
this type of land which can be distinguished in the 12 areas, and in other
areas of upland.
Vegetation change within the moor
The degree of change within the moorland that has resulted from varying grazing
pressures aridmanagement regimes is uncertain because of the lack of detailed
descriptions of the past state. The Upland Landscapes Study (1981), through
re-survey of the vegetation maps of the Second Land Utilisation Survey,
detected some change in composition of semi-natural vegetation since 1967 but
these,are not quantified. The main changes on the moorland are probably in
the cover of heather and bracken associated with variation in grazing and
burning. Both plants are important visual components of the landscape and the
sensitivity of dwarf shrubs to grazing and burning has been emphasised.
Evidence suggests that the existing management regimes, particularly associated
with grouse interests, will maintain the heather on many moors.
The dwarf shrubs in Lynton and Widecombe are probably most vulnerable, not only
because of reclamation, but because they are not burned systematically. In
addition, fragmentation and dissection of moorland increases the length of
margin relative to the area. The increased edge effect with associated
grazing, recreation and-burning pressures is likely to reduce significantly
heather cover. The increase in the length of margin is recognisable in Lynton,
Widecombe, Glescwm, Llanfachreth and in part of Yebyty Yetwyth. The
conclusion is that the degree of change in moorland in sensitive areas needs
to be monitored and the state of the shrubs assessed in relation to known
burning and grazing regimes. Active, controlled management will have to be
introduced, designed to conserve shrub heaths where they are most vulnerable and
are of amenity.value. However, in small areas of moor of high scenic value,
the necessary burning regime may itself be visually unacceptable.
Although it is widely stated that bracken is spreading, the distribution and
rate of spread is inadequately documented and the ULS (1981) results indicate
40
•
•
•
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that reduction in bracken cover is more general than is its spread. Again
selective monitoring is required to define the 'problem'. Suitable
management techniques for control are available, their application depends on
the economic benefit gained from improved grazing and the extent to which
bracken is regarded as detracting from the landscape value of an area.
•
The potential succession of vegetation in relation to management is reversible,
but it is important to recognise that while vegetation change occurs rapidly
with increased intensity of management, the reverse process is slow. As
management intensity is varying over the years it is to be expected that the
vegetation is in a state of flux. The moorland core, covering about 60% of
the total area, contains a mosaic of vegetation resulting from environmental
heterogeneity and variation in management. Although the vegetation at a
particular place may be seen to change in one direction, a reverse change is
likely to occur elsewhere. Thus the diversity of vegetation is likely to
remain while the distribution of the components will change. The component
which is most susceptible is the shrubby heaths, because they are at the end
of the succession. Shrubby heaths are one of the most extensive types of
vegetation, and are protected as grouse moors over much of the uplands.
Thus there are two general conclusions concerning vegetation.within the
moorland. First, that most of the uplands will retain the characteristic
mosaic of vegetation. Second, that the moorlands on which significant
landscape changes are occurring are the shrubby heaths of southern England.
•
Expansion of forestry
In recent years the rate of loss of moorland to intenetive agriculture and
41 forestry has increased considerably, while the rate of reversion from
agriculture has been slower than previously and does not affect reclamation.
Afforestation, affecting mainly northern and Welsh parishes, is causing a
greater loss.of moorland than is agricultural improvement. The most reasonable
prediction of future changes in land use is that forestry and agriculture will
continue to expand, although there are indications that the rate of
agricultural improvement will not be maintained because it is concentrated in
southern England where pressures for moorland conservation are greatest.
The expansion of,the forest area is expected to continue with planting of about
•
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30 000 ha per year in Great Britain. In the period 1975-79, about 16%
of the total planting was in England and Wales (Forestry Commission 1980). •
Therefore the expected future planting in England and Wales will be about
- 4 800 ha per year. The majority of this will be in the uplands, and the
12 areas represent about 10% of the Less Favoured Areas and about 3% of the
2 million ha of uplands in England and Wales. As a result between 3 and 10% •
of the planting, or 144 to 480 ha yr-1 can be expected in the study areas.
Thus the minimum planting rate that can be expected in the study area...is
equivalent to that of recent years. It is possible that higher rates may occur
given the figure of 480 ha yr-1 and that the planting rate of 30 000 ha yr-1 is •
regarded by some people as conservative (CAS 1980, ITE 1978). Continuation at
the recent, minimum, rate of planting would require just under 3 000 ha of land,
possibly less given some replanting, which would increase the current area of:.
coniferous forest by about 50% by the year 2000. •
The projected expansion of the forest area is *ell within the forestry potenelal
of the areas, even when the better land is retained for agriculture. The -
constraint to expansion is in the existing use of the moorland for grouse moor, •
water catchment and military training, the Common Land and National Park status,
and the use as rough grazing. The need to reconcile conflicting interests is
obvious, in particular relaxation of planting restrictions on catchment areal':
and in National Parks needs to be examined, with inclusion of more landscaping •
in the forestry. The extent to which afforestation affects agricultural use:
of adjacent land is not clear, both from a farming viewpoint and in relationto
changes in grazing and burning'of the moorland. More factual information is
needed by selected sampling and monitoring. It is possible that the recent •
recommendation that part of the Forestry Commission (FC) holdings be sold could
result in some change in land use pattern, because under private ownership
there appears to be greater opportunity to integrate forestry and agriculture. 0
Expansion of agriculture
It is possible that the changes in land use in the next 20 years will be a •
continuation of recent trends as described. The additional scenarios of
maximum agricultural development or decline represent extremes which are
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unlikely to occur simultaneously in all the areas, but could occur in individual
areas as a result of special 'ccmditions. This is realistic in that changes of
the order examined have occurred in some of the parishes in the past, and the
degree of intensification of land types has been achieved in some areas. The
results suggest that agricultural improvement is unlikely to proceed further in
Monyash, Lynton and Glascwm, but there is the potential for expansion in other
areas. .The implication is that over much of the uplands, agricultural
production is below capacity and could be expanded in response to adequate
incentives. Given.expansion, the main effects on vegetation would be an
increase in improved pastures on the moorland edge and a decrease in shrubby
heaths on the moor. Where the latter are regarded as an important landscape
feature and are likely to be significantly reduced, eg Widecombe, some
restriction of stocking densities may reconcile conflidts.
Reduction of agriculture
The reduction in agriculture could cause marked but slow changes in the moorland
vegetation and reversion of pastures, with eventual increase in shrubby heaths
and woodland. Such changes in vegetation are probably unimportant in terms of
landscape compared with the abandonment of buildings and lack of repair of walls
and fences. However, it is in areas of agricultural decline that forestry is
most likely to develop. The ULS (1981) results indicate a number of factors
which determine reduced agriculture, including farmers' attitudes, farm structure
and tenure. These results could provide predictions of areas in which reduced
farming is most likely to encourage forestry development. Such an assessment
•	 would focus discussion onto particular areas where unwelcome but inevitable
landscape changes, such as abandonment of buildings, might be reconciled with
unwelcome but more productive forestry development. As the national policy for
forestry is clear, in ter= of land requirement, it would be rational for
forestry, agriculture and amenity interests to determine the extent to which their
policies are in conflict and define the optimum solution. Although there is no
statutory obligation for such a course of action, the problems may be more
apparent than real, and co-operative action could be constructive.
•
General application of methods
The 12 areas are a representative sample of the parishes of the Less Favoured
Areas and the trends and predictions are considered to be applicable to much of
•
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the uplands of England and Wales. Aspects of the approach used in the study
are also applicable to other uplands. The summary of the response of
vegetation to management can be used as a general guide to the rate and
direction of vegetation change (Figure 3). The degree to which change can
. occur is determined by local environmental conditions. An indication of the
potential range of vegetation which can occur under particular conditions is
given for each land type (Table 5). The frequency of vegetation in a land
type also indicates the probability of being able to modify one vegetation type
to another. The Negetntion and land types can be broadly identified from the
descriptions given here,but.more precise definition can be obtained by using the
classification keys given in Ball et al. (1981a). Although not described here,
Ball et al. (1981a) also give a more detailed description of the distribution
of vegetation in relation to specific factors within land types, eg pH and
rainfall.
Further research requirements
The outstanding need in relation to vegetation has already been identified - precise
monitoring of vegetation change. Although loss of area of vegetation can be
zr
estimated from historical documents the change in vegetation can only be assessed
against a detailed, quantitative base line. The maps of the 2nd Land
Utilisation Survey are not generally available and are too dependent on
subjective judgement to provide precise estimates of change. The present survey
provides a series of sample points which can be used as a quantitative base for
monitoring. The main requirement is to determine the change in shrubby heaths.
Sample sites would be selected in areas where change is expected and in control
sites. The effect of forestry would also be assessed by sampling heaths near to
and distant from afforestation. In all cases it is critical to have detailed,
on-site measurement of grazing intensity and burning frequency.
' Changes in land use are predicted, as in earlier studies. The accuracy of such
predictions is always debated but rarely tested. Reappraisal of the predictions
should be made against actual changes in land use, in about five years' time.
•
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